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A TWO-DIMENSIONAL DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CAILULATION
 
OF OPTIMUM TRAJECTORIES FROM LAUNCH TO INJECTION 
SUMMARY 
A two-dimensional digital computer program has been developed for
 
computing optimum trajectories from launch to injection An optimum
 
trajectory is the trajectory that allows the maximum payload to be
 
placed into the desired orbit Assuming a fixed thrust, the optimum
 
trajectory is a minimum flight tame trajectory The program equations
 
of motion describe the flight of a point-mass multistage vehicle over
 
a spherical planet with the effect of planet rotation taken into account
 
This program was written to replace two existing trajectory pro­
grams an atmospheric preset angle-of-attack trajectory program and a
 
vacuum calculus of variations trajectory program Preliminary results
 
indicate that use of the new program will effect at least a 50 percent
 
reduction in the total time required to complete a launch vehicle per­




Most preliminary performance trajectory studies necessitate the
 
use of large storage, high speed, digital computers Due to the high
 
rental cost of these computers, at is highly beneficial to use the most
 
efficient programs available Consequently, the Performance Analysis
 
Section of the Advanced Spacecraft Technology Division is conducting a
 
continuing search for new and improved methods of calculation
 
One area in which this continuing study is yielding significant
 
progress is that concerned with the calculation of optimum trajectories
 
In the past, optimum trajectory calculations have required the use of
 
two computer programs- an atmospheric preset angle-of-attack program
 
and a vacuum calculus of variations program The former program was
 
used to calculate the atmospheric segment of the trajectory as well as
 
the initial conditions for the calculus of variations program Using
 
these initial conditions, the latter program was subsequently used to
 
calculate an optimum trajectory to a desired flight path angle and al­
titude As used here, an optimum trajectory is that trajectory which
 
yields the maximum payload at injection
 
The above process for calculating optimum trajectories was time 
consuming in terms of both man hours and machine time Using this pro­
cess, a minimum of five preset angle-of-attack trajectories were required 
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necessitating 10 separate machine runs with considerable intermediate
 
manual data preparation At least 81 calculus of variations trajec­
tories were required, or, under less favorable conditions, an average
 
of 137 computed trajectories per study
 
The program described in this paper was written to replace the
 
two programs described above and represents a significant improvement
 
over the above technique Using the present program, the average num­
ber of preset angle-of-attack trajectories computed is seven and the
 
average number of calculus of variations trajectories computed is 80,
 
all in one computer run This program permits a saving in IBM 7094
 
machine t2me of almost 50 percent and a saving in man hours of approxi­
mately 60 percent
 
The present paper presents a detailed description of the new pro­
gram The appendixes Lnclude the equations of motion and auxiliary
 








AAA AAA A Integration constant
 









h ALT ALT Altitude (ft).
 
a Semi-major axis (ft)
 
CD CD CD Axial drag coefficient
 
C CL CL Normal lift coefficient/radian
 
D IRAG DRAG Drag (lbs). 
F F THRUST Vehicle thrust (lbs).
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mFortran Print Definition 
g GRAV GRAV Vehicle acceleration due to the 
gravity of the planet (ft/sec2 ) 
g GRAVO Factor for converting weight to mass (ft/sec2 ) 
Isp SIP ISP Specific impulse (sec) 
L ALIFT LIF Lift (ibs). 








Atmospheric pressure (lbs/ft2 ) 
q QD Q Dynamic pressure (bs/ft 2 ) 
R R RER Distance from center of planet to 
center of vehicle (ft) 
t T TIME Time (sec) 
V V VEL Vehicle velocity (ft/sec) 
W WGT VLBS Weight (lbs) 
X X xxx Ground range 









Angle between local vertical and 
velocity vector (deg) 
Lagrange Multiplier 




PHI Range angle (deg) 
latitude (deg) 





















Atmospheric Preset Angle-of-Attack Computations
 
The preset angle-of-attack section of the program is designed to
 
predict the point mass trajectory through an atmosphere over a non­
rotating celestial sphere The equations of motion are written assum­
ing two degrees of freedom with motion in the pitch plane only. These
 




The preset angle-of-attack section simulates the vertical flight
 
of the vehicle until some preselected time when the vehicle will have
 
obtained sufficient altitude to clear all ground obstructions At this
 
time a small angle-of-attack is ramped in and held at a constant value
 
until it is ramped out at some preselected time before the high dynamic
 
pressure region A no-lift (zero angle-of-attack, gravity tilt) trajec­
tory is then flown through the high dynamic pressure region until cut­
off time of the first stage
 
Capability of instantaneous changes in flow rate, thrust, and ex­
baust area are incorporated into this section of the program to simulate 
engine cut-off, coast period, engine failure, and other sudden shifts 
that can occur during flight 
The effect of planet rotation on the velocity of the ascending ve­
hicle is accounted for by a space-fixing equation introduced after cut­
off of the first stage This rotational effect is estimated by vecto­
rially adding the rotational velocity vector of the planet to the vehicle
 
velocity vector This calculation produces a change in both the magni­
tude and direction of the vehicle velocity vector
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The magnitude of the angle-of-attack introduced during the first
 
stage flight is the only free variable of the first stage and as con­
trolled by a maximization routine
 
Vacuum Calculus of Variations Computations
 
The vacuum calculus of variations section of the program is a two
 
degree-of-freedom trajectory simulation which assumes flight in vacuo
 
over a non-rotating celestial sphere The equations of motion for this
 
section are identical to those for the preset angle-of-attack section
 
with the lift and drag terms omitted The Euler-Lagrange equations re­
sulting from the variational calculus theory, are written in such a man­
ner as to produce the optimum instantaneous steering angle throughout
 
the trajectory This section of the program is employed at the beginning
 
of second stage burning at which time the vehicle has acquired sufficient
 




After ignition of the second stage engines a preselected amount of
 
burn time is allotted for the required stabilization of the vehicle At
 
the end of this time, the launch escape system is jettisoned. The re­
sulting weight loss causes a discontinuity in the state variable The
 
lagrange multipliers are held constant across this discontinuity to in­
sure an optimum trajectory This can be done since the problem is one
 




The Euler-Lagrange equations are concerned with three variables
 
The first of these equations results in the free variable X which
 
can be used to control the range When X is set equal to zero, this
 
section of the program will compute the range that will allow the maxi­
mum payload to be placed in the desired orbit. 
The remaining two variables are the angle-of-attack, M, and the
 
time rate of change of angle-of-attack &Oj at second stage ignition 
The Euler-Lagrange equations are manipulated so these two variables may
 
be satisfied by either a maximization or an isolation scheme. In this
 
program, a0 and m0 are controlled by an isolation routine and no con­
trol is exercised over the variable X
1
 
The calculus of variations trajectory computations are terminated
 
when the cut-off equation is satisfied
 






The isolation routine uses the variables aO, cO, and the altitude
 
and flight path angle at the time of satisfaction of the cut-off equation
 
to insure injection into the desired orbit For example, if the desired
 
orbit is a 100-nautical mile circular orbit, the cut-off equation will be
 
satisfied at local circular velocity The initial time rate of change
 
of angle-of-attack will be varied until the desired flight path angle
 
(90 deg) is reached, and the initial angle-of-attack will be varied un­
til the desired altitude (100 nautical miles) is obtained
 
This routine is designed to isolate on the desired end conditions
 
in a minimum number of trajectories However, in cases where the ini­
tial conditions are unfavorable, the routine will use as many as five
 
points in order to insure an isolation In all cases, the equations of
 
isolation are the same with the following exceptions for the isolation
 
of flight path angle, the equations of isolation over cO use all tra­
jectories, for the isolation of altitude, the equations of isolation over
 
a0 use only those trajectories in which the desired path angle is al­
ready obtained
 
An initial guesb for m0 and mO and the magnitude of their step
 
sizes must be fed into the computer as input These guesses must not
 
be equal to zero
 
The first trajectory is computed using the input values for the
 
initial m0 and a. A second trajectory is then computed, using for
 
its initial conditions the input m.0 and the input m0 summed to the
 
step to be taken on M0 That is, Go is the same for both trajecto­
ries, while m0 is changed by a small amount for the second trajectory
 
The direction of the step taken on C0 is fixed by the program so that
 




After the first two trajectories are run, the two-point inter­
polation/extrapolation equation
 
53=2 +(efDES- 2) (92- e1 )
 
is used to arrive at the desired c0 used to compute the third trajec­
tory The m0's from these three trajectories are then used to construct
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a conic type curve which closely duplicates the actual plot of m0 ver­
sus the cut-off path angle An accurate three-point fit is obtained
 
using the conic equation
 





A a1 1 01 1 
2B = a 0 2 () 
c2 3 1 
C 
 a'32 3 '
 
Equations (2) and (3) are used to determine the m0 for the next
 
trajectory This type of conic fit works equally as well with four oz
 
five points For example, for four and five points, equation (2) becomes
 
-BB± BBT- 4ACC 
a-2A (14) 
where 
A =A (5) 
BB= BeDES +D (6) 
cc= Ce2DES + EeDES (7) 
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For four points, equation (3) becomes
 
&l2
A- '191 GI2 &lI
 
'2 2 
C2 3 2 3 a, 
S2 e2 
D - 4 a 4 41 (8) 
For five points this equation becomes
 
A [_ as 62 a e -1 1
 
B Ic2 l 02 a. e 1
B j2 c202 "2 s2 02 
C = r. 632 "3c2 t3 t 1 
D C42 a4e4 642 4 4iI 
E 2 5'5 02 5 (9) 
The conic curve fLit can use no more than five points; therefore, if
 
more than fLive trajectories are required to obtain the desired value of
 
CG, the last five computed points are retained
 
When the path angle obtained is within tolerance of the desired path
 
angle, the trajectory is said to be converged on path angle
 
After the routine is converged on path angle, the altitude obtained
 
from the converged trajectory is checked against the desired altitude
 
A trajectory is then calculated using the a0 from the converged path
 
angle in conjunction with the input CIO summed to the step to be taken
 
on q0 a. is fixed by the program
The direction of the step taken on 0
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so that the resulting altitude of the second converged-on path angle
 
trajectory changes in the direction of the desired altitude
 
The method of isolating on all subsequent converged-on path angle
 
trajectories and converged-on altitude trajectories is the same with the
 
exception that the first m0 and a0 are computed using the knowledge
 
gained in converging the previous trajectories Also, the step sizes
 
and the direction of the steps on these variables are computed as a func­
tion of the variations in earlier trajectories
 
The information computed from the converged-on altitude trajectory
 





The maximization routine optimizes the complete trajectory using the
 
preset angle-of-attack of the first stage trajectory and the cut-off weight
 
of the isolated second stage trajectory As used here, an optimum tra­
jectory is that trajectory which will allow the maximum payload to be
 
placed into the desired orbit
 
The first isolated second stage trajectory is computed from the end
 
point of the first stage trajectory This first stage trajectory is com­
puted using the input preset angle-of-attack estimate for the first stage
 
flight A second first stage trajectory is then computed using the input
 
angle-of-attack step added to the preset angle-of-attack estimate The
 
preset angle-of-attack step for the third isolated trajectory is taken in
 
the direction that will result in an increase in cut-off weight in orbit
 
Due to the nature of a plot of preset angle-of-attack as a function of
 
cutoff weight in orbit, an extrapolation to the maximum cut-off weight is
 
extremely dangerous in that it can result in trajectories that cannot be
 
advantageously used by the maximization routine Therefore, additional
 
trajectories are computed using a fixed step in the preset angle-of-attack
 
until the maximum cut-off weight in orbit has been enclosed
 
A knowledge of the range of preset angles-of-attack that can be used
 
by the vehicle will result in a shorter computer running time However,
 
knowledge of this range is not absolutely necessary if small values are
 
input for the preset angle-of-attack and the preset angle-of-attack step
 
After the maximum has been enclosed, it is seen that a conic equa­
tion closely simulates the plot of preset angle-of-attack as a function
 



















C - B2/4-A 
E ­ BD/2A 













32W 1 (15) 
























C4 1 (16) 




A iWl W I a1 We 1 
2 2
 
B 2 c W2 We 2 m2 We2 1
 
C'3aWc 3 w 3 3 Wc3
 
24 Wc4 Wc4 Wc4 -4 

'2 2 
E 5 c a (17) 
J 5c5 5 5c 5J 
Equation (10) is used to compute the preset angle-of-attack that will 
result in the maximum cut-off weight in orbit. If more than five preset
 
angle-of-attack trajectories must be computed in order to insure an opti­
mum trajectory, the maximization routine will retain and use only the fLive
 
points most likely to produce the maximum
 
The cut-off weight in orbit is checked against the maximum cut-off
 
weight computed by the maximization routine When these weights are with­
in tolerance, the program is said Lo be in a converged state The pro­
gram will then print a history of the optimum trajectory variables and
 




The conditions which terminate a trajectory calculation program are
 
among the limiting factors of the program Hence, the cut-off condition
 
should be as versatile as possible Since the computed velocity for a
 
conic section is the most adaptable to the computation of a local (as a
 
function of altitude) velocity requirement, the conic velocity will be
 
employed as a cut-off condition
 
The equation for the velocity requirement of all conic sections ex­
cept the hyperbola can be expressed as
 
g R 2 (~aV= - 2 (18) 
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The velocity requirement for a hyperbola is
 
-V2 goR( + (19) 
One of the most common requirements is that the vehicle pass through
 
some point in space in a given direction If the point in space is point
 
2(R2, 2 ) and the instantaneous position of the vehicle is point 1
 
(Rl e1), 
V2 2(R - R) Rsin 202R2) 
0 2 2 
Rl R s2n2)- s(20)
!222 R 
When the required point in space is the apogee of an ellipse, then
 
B2 becomes the radius of the apogee of the ellipse, the flight path angle
 
becomes 900, and the velocity requirement becomes
 
\ = :n) j 
2) 
I £2-2 2 1 s 1-o(=[2 (R(Lg 

The most widely used velocity cut-off requirements are local circular
 
and local parabolic escape velocity To compute the local circular ve­
locity requirement, the quantity in the brackets in equation (21) must
 
equal one, and to compute the local parabolic escape velocity requirement
 
the quantity in the orackets must equal two
 
Equation (21) can be written in the following form such that the cal­




COF = Z + z(2 n2j + Z5 Z6 (22) 
F1 + Z, 2En 2 I 
where Z1, Z2 Z6 , and R2 are input constants 
13 
In order to terminate the trajectory on some preselected time, the
 




Z3 0 = 0
Z1 = 0 = Z 

Z2 = 0 Z4 = 0 Z6 = desired cutoff time
 
R2 = 1 (23)
 
For velocity termination of the trajectory, the following values
 




Z1 == g 0 R02 Z5 = 0 R2 1
 
Z2 = 0 Z4 = 0 Z6 = 0 (24) 
For parabolic escape 
Z1 =1 Z3 =goRo Z = 0 R2 =1
 




Z1 = 1 Z3 g0oRo0 Z5 =V2 Ie R = 1 
z2 = Z4 =0 z6 = 0 (26) 
For elliptic 
Z =1 Z3 ggoRo2 Z = 0 R2 =32 




Z! 0 Z = 0 Z5 =0 E2 = 

Z = 0 Z4 = 0 Z6 Desired velocity (28) 
Areas for Future Revision
 
The program in its present form is quite limited and a number of
 
improvements and expansions are possible These include
 
1 An increase in the number of stages that can be calculated using
 
the calculus of variations theory
 
2 A provision for weight loss table and sea level thrust table to
 
be input as a function of tame
 
3 Addition of the ability to simulate thrust decay
 
4 Modification of the isolation and maximization routine such that
 
for escape trajectories one variable will be used for isolation and two
 
variables will be us-d for maximization
 
5 Addition of the ability to optimize the propellant loading of
 
each stage to determine the optimun tank size on predesign stages
 
6 Revision of the calculus of variations equations so that the
 






OF MOTION AND AUXILIARY EQUATIONS 
The atmospheric preset angle-of-attack equations of motion are
 
R 
x = 0 V sin e (Al) 
R = V cos e (P2) 
v = cosa---gcos e (A3) 
m m 
- sin + + - sine (A)
my my (7 R) 
- FSL (A5) 
Isp goe 
where 
F = FSL + Ae (Po - P) (A) 
g = go 2 (7) 
D = Aq (CD Cosa+ M Cz sin a) (A8)
 
D
L = Aq (-C sin M + a CZ cos a) (A9) 





mach = V (All)Vs 
2.2
 
- + +a (A13) 
Altitude and range angle are given by 
H R - Ho (A14) 
and 





A vector diagram of the summation of the forces and the coordmate
 
system is given in figure 1 on page 17
 
The preset angle-of-attack program is given by
 
M M0 t t t 1 (A16) 
S.= a + (a.. M. t t 5t A70 M.I 0 2.2(A) 
a t :g t : t3 (A8) 
M = o t4 : t (A1o) 
as indicated in the sketch below
 
m M a 
s t s 1 I2 I t 
t0 
 tI t2 














Figure l.- Vector and coordinate system diagram. 
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Pressure, density and the velocity of sound are table look-up values
 
as a function of altitude The drag and lift coefficients are table look­
up values as a function of Mach number.
 
At first stage cut-off, the rotation of the planet is taken into
 
account by means of the equations
 
V2'o
VSF VS ++ '2w0Vcos &' sin 9 sin Az + 0&"02 COS 2 C, (A21) 
and
 
esp = Arc cos (it.FCSE (A22) 
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APPENDIX B 
CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS EQUATIONS OF MOTION,
 
EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATIONS, AND AUXILIARY EQUATIONS
 
The equations of motion for the vacuum calculus of variations are
 
given below The coordinate system and forces are the same as those in
 
figure 1 with the exception that in the calculus of variations there are
 
no aerodyinamic forces acting on tbe vehicle
 
X = 0o V sLn e (Bl)R 




I sp -F (B5)goe 
where 
V = VSF (B6) 
a = BSF (B7) 







The Euler-lagrange equations result in 
X 0 (BI0) 
x2 2t3 cos e + - - sin e (Bl)
 
x~ xCsv~ k = sin m + 5 4- ) sin E) (B12) 
x3 2-x cose + I sin 
k= X2V sin G - X3g sinna - X4 (v.- 1) Cos e (B13) 
=-2?3 cos m+;4 sin a. (B14) 
and
 
0 = X siln -c (B15) 
a = arc tan (B16)
 
Differentiating equation (B15) and substituting equation (B-12) and 






X4 = X2B sin o. (B19) 
where
 
B V2 sin ( +±0) (B20) 





X2 -- IBB(B) (I 
It can be shown from equation (1314) that
 
-
5 0 when F 0 
Substituting equations (B18) and (B19) into equation (B14) and
 
solving the inequality results in equation (B21)
 
By solving equations (B18) through (B21) at the time of initiali­
zation of the calculus of variations the lagrange multipliers are ex­









INPUT LOCATIONS AND PRINT SCHEDULE
 
The subroutine used by this program to input information into the 
machine is RW-FINP The FINP input subroutine uses D, N, J, F, and , in 
a unique order and are defined here instead of in the list of symbols 
Ni = D is the introduction of the table being entered into the 
machine where i is the number of the table in the calling sequence 
Ji = the introduction of each entry in the table, where i is the loca­
tion number in the table F signals the end of each table and 4 sig­
nals the end of each calling sequence 
COMMNT CARD
 
Nl = D, (Altitude Table) F
 
W2 = D, (Density Table) F 	 Atmosphere locations,
 
250 locations per table
 N3 = D, (Pressure Table) F 
N4 = D, (1 /Velocity of Sound Table) 	1$ 
Nl = D, (mach Table) F
 
N2 = D, (CD Table) F
 
= D3 (CL Table) F$ 
N1 = D 	 This block of input may
 
be omitted Built in
 
A = X, Initial Range values are-

J5 = R R + h , Initial Radius to Vehicle x = 0 V = 0
 
J 6 = Vo0 Initial Velocity 	 R° = 20898906 e = 0 
= 
a7 0oF, Initial Flight Path Angle 	 Input values may be used 
(from Vertical) 	 to override these and
 





N2 = D 
J2 = At(I), Step size for 1st stage This input may be omitted 
Built in values are-
J3 = KAIP = 1B or 2B 
integration mode for 1st stage At(i) = 1 
KAP = 2B 
A At (I I ) , iitial step size for = 5n 't(II) 

2nd stage KAIC =0
 
J5 = KAIC = 0, 1B, or 2B integration
 
mode for 2nd stage
 
(integration modes are- 0 - Variable step Adams-Moulton
 
1 - Faxed step Runge-Kutta ,
 
2 - Fixed step Adams-Moulton)
 
J6 A2 Integration Parameters; see writeup on RW-INT
 
No input necessary; built in values are
 
J1 A7) A2 = 10- 6 ,P A3 =Ak =A =A6 =A7 = 0 
J13 = Weight conversion factor No input necessary,
oe Mass 
J14 = ob Surface gravity of body built in values are 
J15 = R Radius of body goe = 32 1849 
J16 = P0 Sea level pressure gob = 32 1849 
J17 = v Angular velocity of body R = 20898906 
J18 = a, Latitude PO = 2124 214 
w = 7292115 x 10 - 4J19 = Az Azimuth 
= 28 280 
A z = 900 
?4
 
J21 = 	Printout Controls; 1 prints every tra­




J22 	 nB to print every nth integration No input necessary, built
 
step when J21 = 1 in values are
 
J23 nB to print every nth integration J21 = 0
 




For both J22 and J23 a 0 causes only ist and last points to be printed
 
J24 = dnB where + or - causes maximization or minimization respectively
 
of velocity if n = 1 or weight if n = 2
 
J25 = 	 Factor by which J80 is multiplied, Built in value
 
when a successful step is taken, to
 
modify step size 9J25 = 1
 
J28 = 	 t , cut-off time on 1st stage 
J29 = W0O initial weight on 1st stage 
J30 = WI, initial flow rate of 1st stage
 
J31 = 	F , initial sea level thrust of 1st stage
 
J32 = A(I) initial exhaust area of 1st stage 
0 
J33 = A C(I) cross sectional area for 1st stage
 
J34 = 	to, initial time, built in equal to 0
 
=
J35 	 tl ) 










J39 = tF] 
J2 = tF4 
F3 = F1 

J46 = F4j 





JS1 = twlW 

J57 = tw7 

Tmes during the 1st stage when changes in thrust and
 
exhaust area may be specified*
 
New values for sea level thrust to be brought in at
 
tames specified in J39 - J42 respectively
 
New values for exhaust area to be brought in at
 
times specified in J39 - J42 respectively
 
Tmes during the 1st stage when changes in flow
 
rate may be specified '
,
 
J58 = VT1 	 New values for flow rate to be brought in at times 
specified in J51 - J57 respectively5J64 = 
J66 =nB, 2nd stage cut-off control; n = 1 cuts off on velocity, 
n = 2 cuts off on time = J67 
J67 = t (I), cut-off time of 2nd stage if J66 = 2B 
J68 TOL, cut-off tolerance 
J69 = Zi = 0 or 1 
J70 = Z2 = 0 or 1 
J71 Z3 = gob 	o
= 2 For velocity cut-off
 
= 
J72 Z4 = 0 or 1
 
J73 = Z5 = 0 or 1
 
J74 = z6 = 0 or 1
 
J75 = R2 = 1 or apogee radius
 






V u =Z r + z2) z3* (1 + z4* + Z4*R 2 /2 seRi 
2! 
+ +Z5] 1 + z6 
J76 = mo, initial 1st stage m; 0 if not input
 
J77 = max, maximum a 1st stage tilt program 	 Independent variables of
 
search, initial guesses
J78 = initial a of' 2nd stage 	 (AO) must be made 





J81 = i Initial step size or increment for variables to be used 




J84 = w0 initial weight of 2nd stage
 
O 
J85 = IspIi), specific impulse of 2nd stage
 
j86 =F() thrust of 2nd stage
 
J130 = 6DES, desired final flight path angle (from vertical)
 
J131 = hDES' desired final altitude
 
J132 = TOLl, tolerance on 8DES
 
J133 = TOL2, tolerance of hDES
 
J134 = TOL3, tolerance on variable to be maximized
 
(velocity or weight) F$
 
27 
Print schedule for the preset angle-of-attack computations 
XXX XDOT TIME ALPHA ALDOT 
ERR RDOT ALT WLBS WDOT 
VEL VDOT TIMUST MASS MDOT 
THETA THDOT GRAV PHI CHI 
RHO PRES VS DRAG LIFT 
Q AEX MACH CD CL 
Print schedule for the calculus of variations computations 
XXX XDOT TIME ALPHA ALDOT 
RRR RDOT ALT WLBS WDOT 
VEL VDOT THRUST MASS MOT 
THETA THDOT GRAV PHI CHI 
ISP LAMB2 LAMB3 LAMB4 LA M5 









CMAIN 	CONTROL PROGRAM INCLUDING INPUT AND SEARCH PROCEDURE
 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































91 IF (TEST3) 25,92,25
 































































































































































































































































































IF (SAVPAP) 10,10,9 
9 WRITE (6,20C) 












































































































































































































































I CALL INTG (T,N,KA1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7)
 

































































































































































































IF (ABS(VALUE -CUTOFF)-TOL) 11,12,12
 
12 IF (SEARCH) 14,14,13
 
13 GO TO (15,16),JET
 


















17 IF (SAVPAP) 18,18,42
 























































































































































































































































































































































































100 FORMAT (SHOXXX E14.7,12H XDOT E14.7,12H TIME E14.7,
 
112H ALPHA E14.7,12H ALDOT E14.7/BH RRR E14.7,12H
 
2RDOT E14.7,12H ALT E14.7,12H wLBS E14.7,12H WOO
 
3T E14.7/BH VEL E14.7,12H VDOT E14.7,12H THRST EL14.
 
47,12H MASS E14.7,12H MDOT E14.7/8H THETA E14.7,12H
 




200 FORMAT (8H RHO E14.7,12H PRES E14.7,12H VS E14.7,
 
112H DRAG E14.7,12H LIFT E14.7/8H Q E14.7,12H
 




300 FORMAT (8H ISP E14.7,12 LAMd2 E14.7,12H LAMB3 E14.7,
 
112H LAMB4 E14.7,12H LAMB5 E14.7/8H AAA E34.7,12H
 























































































































110 IF (ALT-ALTA(1)) 7, 10, 4
 






























































210 IF (FMACH-FMTA(J)) 20v 23, 17
 



























































































13 DO 14 K=JJ,MM
 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































44 GO TO (28,34},KAN
 
59 IF (ABS(VAL-YPRED)-TOL*R2(J)) 54,54,13
 
13 VARY=VAREE
 
GO TO 53
 
50 Z2=1.O
 
SC1=STPINC*SC1
 
52 VARY=VARY+SC1*FINC*RI(J)
 
53 ICNT(JI=ICOUNT
 
FKTR(J)=SCI
 
WI(J)=Z1
 
W2(J)=Z2
 
VARY=VARY/RI(J)
 
VAL=VAL/R2(J)
 
RETURN
 
54 	TEST=O.O
 
GO TO 53
 
END
 
